Plant Disease Detection System for Agricultural Application in Cloud Using CNN
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Abstract— Plants are cultivated for food, medicine, clothing, shelter, fiber, and beauty for thousands of years. Fungi, bacteria, and viruses are the causing source of plant disease. So, need of an Automatic detection of plant disease for this problem. A traditional method of plant disease detection is not efficient and also unreliable. Due to pest attack, nearly 18% of crop yield is lost in worldwide during every year. Identification of plant disease is difficult in manually but which is a key factor to preventing the losses. In existing, a module is applied in a farm, that contains large number of different sensors and also a device is used for converting and transfer data for monitoring and controlling purposes. And then Image processing is showing the disease visually. In this, we approach a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classification model deployed in a smartphone app and also responsible to predict the plant disease for dynamic plants image. This method is generic and useful. Frequently, we should adding and updating new diseases in the datasets and then cloud computing is used for storing, retrieving and serving data. Captured image of normal plants are stored in the cloud server, and these images are compared with the diseased plant leaves in the cloud campus. This paper presents a automated detection of various diseases associated with crops and also given a proposed methodology for computing amount of diseases in various crops.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, the plant normal routine life affected by causal agent which is continuously disturbed the plants physiological growth and also disrupts the plants structure, function and other activities. India has progressed and achieved a goal in various sectors, but that are not compatible with new available technologies. In agriculture, the major threat is loss of food security by diseases and pest infestations. By this threat a smallholder farmers income only affected. The proposed paper provides an effort to create an automatic image-based classification system. Classification technique is K-Means Algorithm and SVM technique. The features of the plants were extracted and then sent the images for the segmentation process. Already, the large number of samples is stored; this will provides the true and false positions, the true and false negatives, the accuracy and the specificity. This method is not applicable to view the infections through Mobile Application [1].Remote sensing provides the real time farm details to farmers by this architecture. The project therefore involves a system architecture which allow user to achieve all above activities in real time so that farmers can view their farm details from remote location. This remote sensing application only suitable for the finding bugs. Uploading pictures in a dataset is difficult [2]. The advanced Neural Network (NN) techniques available to process hyper Received spectral data, with a special emphasis on plant disease detection. Spectral Disease Index (SDI) is the ratio of different spectral bands of pure disease spectra. We also highlight current challenges and future trends of hyper spectral data. It does not recognize simplest household plants because the admin not maintain properly and languages not working properly [3-6]. A novel web enabled disease detection system (WEDDS) based on compressed sensing (CS) is proposed to detect and classify the diseases in leaves [15]. Statistical based thresholding strategy is proposed for segmentation of the diseased leaf. CS measurements of the segmented leaf are uploaded to the cloud [16] to reduce the storage complexity Disease identification is poor. Many times false identification of diseases. False identification leads to loss of farmer and app users [7-10].
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system targets on plants grown on even a small scale area. The diseases are identified from the single leaf of an affected plant. Our main objective is to detect disease in an earlier stage because the affected plant spreads the disease very rapidly to other plants which will reduce the losses. A single leaf is taken from a diseased plant for the classification process. The proposed system, uses a prominent deep learning technique that is Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Two inbuilt architecture models are in CNN that are Inception v3 and Mobile Net. These two architectures are analyzed to study both in terms of accuracy, training speed. Limited numbers of normal and diseased plants datasets are used by Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). To overcome the traditional methods we use an end-to-end supervised training deep convolutional neural network architecture. This is applicable for very large number of classes and also practical hope for a classification problem. The multiple input maps with convolution give output map. Already we know that,

\[ f_j^t = f \left( \sum_{i \in M_j} x_j^{t-1} * k_{ij}^t + b_j^t \right) \]

This computation is done for each map \( j \) in the convolutional layer and then pairing it with the analogous map in the sub sampling layer,

\[ \delta_j^t = \beta_j^{t+1} \left( f'(u_j^t) \circ up(\delta_j^{t+1}) \right) \]

Now, we compute the gradients for \( b \) and \( \beta \). The additive bias is the sum of sensitivity map elements,

\[ \frac{\partial E}{\partial b_j} = \sum_{u,v} (\delta_j^t)_{uv} \]

Then the gradient for \( \beta \) is given by

\[ \frac{\partial E}{\partial k_{ij}} = \sum_{u,v} (\delta_j^t)_{uv} (p_i^{t-1})_{uv} \]

Error function can be computed by,

\[ \Delta \frac{E^n}{c_i} = \frac{\partial E^n}{\partial c_i} + \frac{\partial \Omega}{\partial c_i} \]

In this paper, bibliographic analysis involves following two steps

(a) Collection of related work.
(b) Detailed report and study of these collected works.

The first step shows that, the related works are collected by using the CNN technique in the agriculture. The following criteria were used to define convenient application of CNN:

1. To addressing the problem of plants use a CNN or CNN-based approach.
2. Target some problem or challenge which plant is a root cause of the disease.
3. The well-defined performance metrics are shown by the practical results which represents given technique was successfully used.

Some performance metrics are defined as below,

- **Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):** Difference between predicted values and observed values from the Standard deviation.
- **Quality Measure (QM):** By multiplying Sensitivity (proportion of pixels that were detected correctly) and Specificity (Proportion of detected pixels are truly correct).
- **Life CLEF Metric (LC):** A score related to the rank of the correct species in the list of retrieved species during the Life CLEF.

**Fig 1: Block Diagram**

The block diagram explains that whether the plant is affected by the disease or not. The images of the unhealthy plants are loaded in the data set. Then the visual characteristics of the image are converted into digitally encoded representations by the image acquisition operation which shows an interior structure of the plants. After that the unwanted distortions are cleared and the images are enhanced by the preprocessing. The digitally encoded images are partitioning as multiple segments that is called as super-pixels. Here manageable groups are formed by reduced set of raw variables for processing, but the image sets are describing the original data set accurately and completely. In this we are using a CNN as
classification tool. After classification the images are compared with the images which are stored in the cloud environment. The cloud environment is nothing but a storage area. Then, that cloud campus shows the plant is affected by the disease or not.

Final CNN training parameters values are shown in the following table 1,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batches/epoch</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight decay</td>
<td>0.000512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.01–0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. METHODOLOGY

The following table shows that, the sample leaf is Healthy or Unhealthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Healthy/Unhealthy</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Affected Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>20.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>15.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>15.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>32.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>Unhealthy</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The images are loaded to data set and which segment the images and then the cloud campus exhibit the leaf is affected or not affected by disease.

Fig 2 shows the naturally captured image of plant leaf is considered as a input image. We are splitting three clusters for the identification process. In cluster 1 the outer layer of the capture image is highlighted. In cluster 2 the leaf part only projected. In cluster 3 the background parts are projected. These clusters are defined for the prediction of the disease correctly. Finally the clustered images are compared with the cloud environment which has a natural healthy leaf image.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Farmers facing loss in agriculture because of the plants which are affected by pests, pathogens and weeds. In our system specialized deep learning techniques are used that is Convolutional Neural Networks which detect the plant diseases with help of leaf images of healthy or diseased plants. The images needed for the experiment is captured from various places by camera and also gathered from various resources. Our experimental results and comparisons of system provide the accuracy level of both healthy and unhealthy with the affected area. Pests diseases are generally not a major problem in organic systems, since healthy plants living in good soil with balanced nutrition are better able to resist pest/disease attack. We hope our proposed system will make a suggestive contribution to the agriculture research.
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